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1. We appreciate the Government’s efforts so far in starting the reform of road-related 
public interest corporations, including the planned “reduction of public interest 
corporations by half” and the projected “elimination of the national budget spending on 
them.” However, the reform of public interest corporations should be more than just a 
mere reduction of the number of divisions or departments.  Instead, the reform should 
deliver results convincing taxpayers that “True reform has been brought to Japanese 
policies.”   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Chief Cabinet Secretary is now leading intensive reviewing of all “public interest 

(For reference purposes) 
What has been deliberated to decide the Government’s reform policies 
Excerpts from the summary resolutions dated March 7 of the 2nd session of the Reform 
Panel, which was set up on February 22, 2008 to review the use of the road-specific special 
account  
 
1. Screening total expenditures of road-related public interest corporations (50 entities as of 
Fiscal 2006) to ensure the necessity of spending, and reduce the number of the public 
interest corporations by half through the restructuring of their organizations via abolition, 
integration and privatization of entities and the elimination of the road-specific special 
account spending on them. 
2. Reducing the total personnel expenditures for road-specific public interest corporations 
which are to be maintained after the restructuring, by cutting the number of full-time 
directors, limiting the wage level, and reducing the number of non-full-time directors. In 
addition, examining the details of their spending and ensuring appropriate spending of their 
budgets.  
3. In addition, reducing by half the volume of research studies conducted by road-specific 
public interest corporations and funded by the road-specific special account, which are not 
immediately concerned with front-line jobs, by outsourcing them to the private sector.   
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corporations closely related to administrative bodies1” including those not related to the 
road-specific special account. They should be reformed from the perspective of taxpayers, 
like those related to the road-specific special account, in the following manner:   
  

(1) Scrutinizing the necessity of the national budget spending, including subsidies and 
consignment expenses, on public interest corporations, and reducing a significant number 
of public interest corporations through the restructuring of their organizations via 
abolition, integration and privatization of entities and the elimination of the budget 
spending on them. 
 

(2) Reducing the total personnel expenditures for “public interest corporations closely 

related to administrative bodies” which are to be maintained after the restructuring, by 
cutting the number of full-time directors, limiting the wage level, and reducing the number 
of non-full-time directors. In addition, examining the details of their spending and 
ensuring appropriate spending of their budgets.  
 
(3) Proceeding with the transition to completely open tendering and the eradication of 
nontransparent practices of retired government officials landing jobs at ministry-affiliated 
organizations.  
 
(4) Based on findings from the intensive reviewing, incorporating corrective measures 

into ”Basic Policies 2008.”  
 
3. Every government expenditure, including the budgetary spending on “public interest 
corporations closely related to administrative bodies” must be disclosed to the public. To 
let taxpayers know “how much of the budgetary spending currently goes to whom?” in a 
easy-to-understand manner, first, the following suggestions should be put into practice.  
 
The information on public procurement2 is now made available by ministries, and of 

                                                  
1  Public interest corporations receiving subsidies, consignment expenses or other 
financial assistance from the national budget to a significant degree, those receiving a 
considerable amount of financial assistance and hiring a significant number of retired 
government officials, and those receiving a limited amount of financial assistance but 
hiring a large number of retired government officials are included.  
2 While details of each procurement contract for public construction projects and 
procurement of goods or services have already been disclosed by ministries, they are not 
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which the following details should be disclosed to the public on e-Government websites. 
Ministries should make it clear how they will proceed with the information disclosure and 
the public interest corporations reform, and should start their efforts immediately.  
 
(1) Annual total amount for the top 100 entities which have most benefited from the 

government spending (for each ministry) 

 
(2) Total amount for the top entities which have most benefited from the budgetary 

spending (of each ministry and of the entire Government) for single tendering contracts, 
for open tendering contracts and for each item of goods and services procured 

 

 
 

 
being available in an easy-to-understand manner. For example, neither the list of 
companies which have most benefited from the entire public construction spending nor 
the list of recipients and amounts of government subsidiaries or grants is available.    


